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ABOUT R2A
R2A is an independent firm of due diligence engineers providing consulting services, expert
due diligence, risk management advice, education and general troubleshooting. In particular,
we specialise in safety due diligence. Relevant gas safety experience includes:
New Zealand Oil Services Limited. BP Terminal New Plymouth Safety Due Diligence Review
(2015).
Multinet Gas. Formal Safety Assessment (2015).
APLNG/ARROW/GLNG/QGC. LNG ship arrival / departure review (2013).
Multinet Gas. Safety Due Diligence Review (2013).
APA Group. Effectiveness of the Western Outer Ring Main (WORM) Project on Security of
Supply of the Victorian Transmission System (VTS) (2012).
Port of Melbourne Corporation. Legislative, Safety and Environment Audit of Bulk Liquid
Pipelines on PoMC Land (2005).
Office of Gas Safety. Overseas and Australian Statistics for Gas Transmission and
Distribution Incidents (2004).
Rinnai Australia Pty Ltd. Assessment of RCE329H Gas Heater Electrical Fault (2004).
TXU Australia Pty Ltd. Risk Assessment of Tallawarra Power Station Gas Supply Pipeline
(2004).
Office of Gas Safety. Review of Gas Safety Administration (2003).
Office of Gas Safety. Standards Australia ME-038-01 Committee Pipelines - Gas and liquid
petroleum Issue Paper "Guide to Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA)" (2002).
Sampford & Staff Pty Ltd. Cannon Fitzroy Heaters - Safety Review (2001).
Origin Energy. Risk Implications of a Gas Regulator Station on the former Stokoe Motors Site
(2000).
Stratus Networks. Queens Wharf Road Regulator Station Risk Assessment (2000).
Stratus Networks. Batman Park Regulator Station Risk Assessment (1999).
Stratus Networks. West Melbourne Regulator Station Risk Assessment (Proposed Relocation
Underground) (1999).
Stratus Networks. West Melbourne Regulator Station Risk Assessment (1999).
Office of Major Projects. State Archive Centre Gas Regulator Risk Analysis. Control Options
Report (1988).
Sweetnam Godfrey & Ord Pty Ltd. Risk Implications of a Gas Regulator Station for the
Proposed Public Records Office. (1998).
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1.

INTRODUCTION

R2A welcomes the opportunity to respond to the gas safety Supplementary Issues Paper
released through the Victorian Government’s Review of Victoria's Electricity and Gas Network
Safety Framework. Our response focuses on the following particular aspects of the review:
•

The objectives of the safety framework in Victoria and an assessment of its
effectiveness in achieving safety outcomes.

•

The extent to which the regulatory framework governing network safety ensures
effective risk management by energy network businesses.
1

Many of the points in R2A’s submission on the electricity networks also apply to the Victorian
gas industry. Much of R2A’s submission on the electrical safety in Victoria is devoted to
explaining why the legal presentation of SFAIRP (so far as is reasonably practicable) is not
equivalent to the ‘scientific’ concept of ALARP (as low as reasonably practicable). This
argument also applies to gas safety.
We note in particular the reliance by the gas and major hazard industries on the traditional
quantified risk assessement (QRA) and ALARP approaches using target risk criteria (i.e.
tolerable or acceptable levels of risk). This leads to two primary difficulties:
•

Arguable non-compliance with the provisions of the Gas Safety Act (1997) and
Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) Act (2004), and,

•

Disutility for land use (safety) planning that the QRA-ALARP-target-risk-criteria
process facilitates.

We explore these two specific issues in this paper, and discuss a potential way forward.

1

https://engage.vic.gov.au/application/files/3614/9446/9372/R2A_submission_28apr17.pdf
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2.

THE GAS SAFETY ACT, ALARP, AND SFAIRP
2

Expanding on R2A’s submission on the electricity networks , a timeline of the adoption of key
Australian risk concepts and approaches puts the SFAIRP / ALARP–target-risk-criteria
argument into perspective. A summary of the key decisions follows. Blue relates to the
SFAIRP approach, red to the ALARP approach.
1932

3

Concept of ‘neighbours’ developed for negligence cases in the UK .
4

1949

Disproportionality ‘unpacked’ in the Coal Boards case in the UK .

1974

‘So Far As Is Reasonably Practicable’ (SFAIRP) concept introduced in UK safety
5

legislation . This incorporated a demonstration of risk equity in the form of
minimum levels of precautions
1980

Interpretation of ‘reasonableness’, the common law precautionary balance
6

established by the High Court of Australia (HCA) .
7

1982

Issues not ‘remote or fanciful’ must be considered (HCA) .

1985

Victorian Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) Act adopts ‘so far as
practicable’

1986

8

Elimination of the remaining ties between the legislature and judiciary of Australia
9

and the UK making the High Court of Australia judicially paramount in Australia .
1987

UK public inquiry (the Layfield Sizewell B review) recommends the UK Health &
Safety Executive (HSE) develop guidance as to the tolerability of safety risk from
nuclear power plants.

1988

10

Concept of ‘As Low As Reasonably Practicable’ (ALARP) introduced by UK HSE
in response to the Layfield review recommendation. This appears to be an
attempt to make safety risk a ‘science’

11

by using target (acceptable or tolerable)

levels of risk to demonstrate risk equity.
12

1990

‘Safety Case’ concept authoritatively articulated in the UK .

1995

AS 4360 risk management standard released, explicitly adopting the ALARP
13

14

approach . Revised in 1999, retains the ALARP approach .
15

1997

Gas Safety Act - as far as practicable

1988

Electricity Safety Act - as far as practicable

2001

That ALARP is equal to SFAIRP formally articulated in UK .

2004

Maxwell QC reviews failures of acceptable or tolerable risk target approach to

16
17

18

safety. Articulates SFAIRP . Equates Victorian OHS Act so far as practicable to
SFAIRP.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

https://engage.vic.gov.au/application/files/3614/9446/9372/R2A_submission_28apr17.pdf
UK House of Lords. Donoghue v Stevenson [1932] UKHL 100 1932.
UK Court of Appeal CA. Edwards v. National Coal Board.
UK Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974.
High Court of Australia. Wyong Shire Council vs Shirt (1980) 146 CLR 40.
High Court of Australia. Turner v. South Australia (1982) 42 ALR 669.
Occupational Health and Safety Act 1985. Parliament of Victoria.
Australia Act 1986 (Cth), Australia Act 1986 (UK).
F H B Layfield, Great Britain Department of Energy (1987). Sizewell B Public Inquiry Report.
The Tolerability of Risk from Nuclear Power Stations. UK Health and Safety Executive.
The Public Inquiry into the Piper Alpha Disaster. W D Cullen (1990) London. HMSO.
AS4360:1995 – Risk management. SAI Global (1995).
AS4360:1999 – Risk management. SAI Global (1999).
Gas Safety Act 1997 Act No. 99/1997 Version incorporating amendments as at 1 July 2006.
Electricity Safety Act 1998 No. 25 of 1998 Version incorporating amendments as at 29 June 2015
Reducing Risks, Protecting People. UK Health and Safety Directorate (2001).
Occupational Health and Safety Act Review. Chris Maxwell (2004).
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19

2004

AS 4360:2004 released, maintaining the ALARP approach .

2004

Victorian Parliament adopts SFAIRP in legislation .

2009

AS 31000:2009 released, incorporating the ALARP approach from AS 4360 .

20

21

This is subsequently referred to in other standards including AS 55000:2014
22

23

(asset management) , and AS 5050:2010 (business continuity) .
2011

Model Work Health and Safety (WHS) legislation adopts SFAIRP approach
following the Victorian OH&S Act and due diligence

2011

24

case law.

Victorian Government accepts precautionary approach embodied in model WHS
legislation by adopting all recommendations of the Powerline Bushfire Safety
25

Taskforce .
2014

Engineers Australia articulates the difference between SFAIRP and ALARP and
26

issues guidance accordingly .
The key points here are that:
•

As far as practicable in the 1997 Gas Safety Act (and the 1988 Electricity Safety Act)
appears consistent with so far as is practicable in the 1985 OHS Act. This matter was
considered by Chris Maxwell QC

27

in his 2004 review who determined that so far as

practicable meant so far as is reasonably practicable (SFAIRP). SFAIRP was
subsequently adopted in the 2004 OHS Act. ALARP, and its QRA and target risk
criteria subsidiaries, are not mentioned anywhere.
•

The ‘scientific’ ALARP approach developed subsequently to and then in parallel with
the (equivalent) principles of so far as is practicable, SFAIRP, and as far as
practicable. In R2A’s view (and in the opinion of very many lawyers on which we have
tested this proposition) the ALARP approach does not satisfy the Gas Safety Act’s as
far as practicable and OHS Act’s SFAIRP requirements.

This second observation always generates commentary to the effect that major organisations
like Standards Australia, NOPSEMA and the UK Health & Safety Executive (HSE) (a muchquoted source) say that it does.
For example, WorkSafe Victoria’s information sheet on land use planning near a major
hazard facility

28

states that operators of an MHF must reduce risk to the surrounding area so

far as is reasonably practicable where it cannot be eliminated.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27

28

AS 4360:2004 – Risk management. SAI Global (2004).
Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004. Act No. 107/2004
AS 31000:2009 – Risk management – Principles and guidelines. SAI Global (1999).
AS 55000:2014 – Asset management - Overview, principles and terminology. SAI Global (2014).
AS 5050:2010 – Business continuity - Managing disruption-related risk. SAI Global (2010).
Model Work Health and Safety Bill. 23 June 2011. Safe Work Australia.
Victorian Government Response to The Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission Recommendations 27 and 32.
Dec 2011
Engineers Australia, Risk Engineering Society (2014). Safety Case Guideline. Third edition.
See pages 104-105 in his report (footnote 14). Chris Maxwell is currently President of the Victorian Court of
Appeal. See http://www.supremecourt.vic.gov.au/home/about+the+court/our+judiciary/judges/ viewed 14 June
2017.
http://www.worksafe.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/12397/More_Info_landuse_vs4.pdf for current advice
for Major Hazards land use planning from Worksafe Victoria (viewed 14 June 2017).
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However, it then goes on to say that WorkSafe believes it appropriate to present the extent of
risk areas around a MHF as planning advisory areas:
1. Inner planning advisory area – the individual risk of fatality from potential
-7

foreseeable incidents is greater than or equal to 1 x 10 per year (one chance in 10
million years).
This target risk approach entangles the concepts of SFAIRP and ALARP, leading to
confusion regarding societal requirements for managing the risks presented by (high pressure)
gas facilities and pipelines. This entanglement is reinforced by referencing the NSW Planning
document, Hazardous Industry Planning Advisory Paper No 4, Risk Criteria for Land Use
29

Safety Planning. . This references ALARP and target risk levels throughout, both for
individual and societal risk.
The reasons for and consequences of this entanglement are summarised in Sections 2 and 3
of our electricity networks submission.

29

NSW Government. Planning. Hazardous Industry Planning Advisory Paper No 4. Risk Criteria for Land Use
Safety Planning (January 2011)
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3.

LAND USE PLANNING DISUTILITY

“It is better to be vaguely right than exactly wrong.”

30

Possibly the most unfortunate outcome of the use of QRA-ALARP-target-risk-criteria
31

approach is in land use safety planning

for hazardous facilities which includes (high

pressure) gas facilities and pipelines.
Firstly, it ignores or downplays rare, catastrophic hazards. For example, if a plot of the over32

pressures at Buncefield (an unconfined vapour cloud that detonated in the UK in 2005 ) is
mapped to any major hazard fuel storage facility in Australia, the area that can cause fatalities
is huge. But, although monstrous, this is historically a very, very rare event. If the potential
consequence of such a ‘credible worst case’ event (say 500 fatalities) is discounted by the
-9

unlikelihood of its occurrence (say 1 x 10 pa) in accordance with the ALARP approach it
presents a much smaller area. A contour of credible worst case risk may then be drawn
-9

-6

around the hazard source (i.e. 500 fatalities x 1 x 10 pa = 0.5 x 10 fatalities pa). However,
as high consequence events are almost always rare, this leads to a discounting of credible
worst case scenarios before any options to address them are considered, with potentially
reasonable measures excluded on that basis.
A related problem is that of the scientific accuracy of the risk calculation. It involves an
astonishing number of concatenated estimates. A small change in just one can significantly
move the plotted risk contour. This problem has been known for many years. R2A completed
a review for the Office of Gas Safety in 2002

33

suggesting that a standardized approach might

be used so the calculated risk results would become more or less repeatable. Without this,
the plotted contours would continue move according to the different analysts preferences
creating enormous land use planning and regulatory difficulties.
Secondly, under most current planning regimes, structures developed beyond target
-7

individual fatality risk contours (typically in the order of 1 x 10 fatalities pa) need only be
building code compliant. No building is permitted closer to the major hazard facility. This is
shown on the left hand side of the diagram in Section 4 below.
This tends to sterilise planning areas from development. From an engineering design
perspective at least, this is just odd. Any site has issues, including windstorm hazards,
geotechnical and earthquake potentials, storm surge, flooding and inundation, lightning strike
potentials etc. For the design to be successful, all these must be addressed. The fact that
there is a gas exposure is just another hazard to be managed. It is unclear why it ought to
managed any differently.
A tertiary problem is the target risk criteria used, which varies between Australian
-7

jurisdictions. For example, Victoria uses 1x10 pa for individual fatality risk whereas NSW
-6

34

uses 1x10 pa. There is even greater diversity for societal or group risk .
30
31

32
33

34

Carveth Read. Logic, deductive and inductive (1898).
http://www.worksafe.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/12397/More_Info_landuse_vs4.pdf for current advice
for Major Hazards land use planning from Worksafe Victoria (viewed 14 June 2017).
See http://www.hse.gov.uk/comah/buncefield/buncefield-report.pdf viewed 15 June 17.
Office of Gas Safety. Standards Australia ME-038-01 Committee Pipelines - Gas and liquid petroleum Issue
Paper "Guide to Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA)" (2002).
Robinson, Francis, Procter et al, Engineering Due Diligence (2017), p174.
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4.

POSSIBLE WAY FORWARD

Adopting the precautionary (SFAIRP) approach to land use planning means that the closer to
the hazard a structure is, the greater the precautions need to be. In principle, provided the
level of protection is high enough, there are no limits to where a structure could be built in
relation to the major hazard facility in the diagram below.
For example, immediately adjacent to the explosion, the protection required may be a
concrete bunker as death may result directly from the overpressure. The direct overpressure
danger may be reduced at some distance but a house with sheet metal roofs and laminated
windows may be required to prevent ceramic or glass shards impacting occupants. Beyond
the credible worst case consequence contour no additional protection from this hazard is
required.

Credible worst case
consequence contour

-7

Calculated 10 pa
risk contour

Normal building
standards apply

Exclusion zone

Target risk level approach

Major
hazard
facility

No special
precautions
needed

Increasing precautions

Precautionary approach

Precautionary vs QRA - target risk level approach to land use planning

35

-7

However, if buildings are permitted between the designated Victorian 10 pa individual fatality
risk contour and the credible worst case limit without appropriate precautions (e.g. laminated
glass windows and sheet metal roofs) and an (admittedly rare) explosion resulting in deaths
or injuries occurs, then those responsible for approving and building such structures (town
planners, developers, architects, engineers, builders, building surveyors etc.) would, by
relying on target risk criteria in the land use planning, presumably be in breach of the 1995
Gas Safety Act and 2004 OHS Act.
Conversely, if in order to be safe, people would wind up living in an unaffordable, unattractive,
air conditioned explosion resistive bunker, then it may be that the project will not proceed, but
this would be for commercial reasons, not safety ones.
The QRA calculation of the risk contour is beneficial only in terms of determining the level of
protection that is required at a given location, enabling the common law disproportionality test
of the balance of the significance of the risk vs the effort required to reduce it

36

to be applied.

-7

For example, between the 10 pa risk contour and the credible worst case consequence
35
36

From Robinson, Francis, Procter et al, Engineering Due Diligence (2016).
High Court of Australia. Wyong Shire Council vs Shirt (1980) 146 CLR 40.
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contour the cost of the provision of sheet metal roofs and laminated glass windows rather
than tiles and ordinary glass, especially for new structures is very, very small indeed. These
measures would seem to be reasonable to implement, although they would not be required
under the building code. The right hand side of the diagram above describes the concept.
This approach provides a diligent (i.e. defensible) decision-making process for land use
planning around (high pressure) gas facilities and pipelines, and would seem to result in more
beneficial land uses for Victorian communities.
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